Peruvian Drug Trafficker Gino Dusan PADROS DEGREGORI

Gino Dusan
PADROS DEGREGORI
(a.k.a. “Flaco”)
DOB 20 Oct 1977
POB Piura, Peru
Identification # 06805105-9 (Peru)

Key associate of PADROS DEGREGORI

Guillermo Jean Pierre
ZEGARRA MARTINEZ
DOB 6 Jan 1984
POB Lima, Peru
Identification # 42185038-6 (Peru)

Foreign entities linked to PADROS DEGREGORI

G & M AUTOS S.A.C.
Lima, Peru
RUC Number 20513664339 (Peru)

R INVER CORP S.A.C.
Lima, Peru
RUC Number 20562939068 (Peru)

SBK IMPORT S.A.C.
Lima, Peru
RUC Number 20520935461 (Peru)
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